Abstract
Introduction
Fault is an abnormal operating state that takes place during an emergency. It is the consequences of combinations of events that unexpectedly occur at the same time. It could result from process variables, process components, or even basic control systems. Fault diagnosis is a technology for knowing and mastering the equipment state in the operation process, determining the normal or abnormal of the overall or partial, early detecting the fault and its reason and forecasting the development trend of fault [1] . So the efficient and accurate fault diagnosis is an important technology for ensuring the reliability and performance of the operation system. The traditional fault diagnosis method was performed by human operator, this method was essential to quickly estimate the fault component.
With the continuous development of technology and economy, the system complexity is increasing, and it is increasingly important to have techniques to help possible solution to such problems. Lu et al. [22] proposed a novel dominant feature selection method using a genetic algorithm with a dynamic searching strategy. Kang et al. [23] proposed a highly reliable fault diagnosis approach based on individually trained support vector machines with kernel discriminative feature analysis for low-speed bearings. Yang et al. [24] proposed a gear fault diagnosis based on support vector machine and artificial bee colony algorithm. The fault features were extracted based on the EEMD and the kernel function.
Ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm [25] is a metaheuristic inspired by the behavior of real ants in their search for the shortest path to food sources. It has the characteristics of robustness, intelligent search and distributed computing and so on, but it exists the low search efficiency and convergence speed, and easy falling into the stagnation and local optimum. Support vector machine (SVM) [26] is one of the most popular tools in bioinformatics for a supervised machine learning methods based on structural risk minimization. But the parameters of the SVM model have a great effect on the performance. So an improved ACO algorithm based on adaptive control parameters is proposed to optimize the kernel parameter and penalty coefficient C of SVM in order to obtain the optimal values of parameter combination. And a high-precision SVM model based on improved ACO algorithm is proposed, called MACOSVM in this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the SVM model. Section 3 proposed an improved ACO algorithm based on adaptive control parameters. Section 4 presents a fault diagnosis method of rolling element bearing based on improved ACO and SVM model. In this section, the idea and the steps of the IMASFD method are introduced in detail. Section 5 applies the IMASFD method for rolling element bearing case. Finally, the conclusions are discussed in Section 6.
SVM Model
Support vector machine (SVM) introduced by Vapnik, is one of the popular tools for a supervised machine learning method based on structural risk minimization. The basic characteristic of the SVM model is to map the original nonlinear data into a higherdimensional feature space where a hyperplane is constructed to bisect two classes of data and maximize the margin of separation between itself and those points lying nearest to the support vectors.
The given the training sample is
, m is the number of samples, the set
indicates the corresponding desired output vector, the input data is mapped into the high dimensional feature space by using nonlinear mapping function ) (  . Then the existed optimal classification hyperplane must meet the following conditions:
where  is Omega vector of superplane, b is offset quantity. Then the classification decision function is described as follow:
The classification model of the LS-SVM is described by the optimization function 
is classification parameter to balance the fitness error and model complexity.
The optimization problem transforms into its dual space. Lagrange function is introduced to solve it. The corresponding optimization problem of the LS-SVM model with Lagrange function is shown:
where i  is the Lagrange multiplier, and
. The optimal conditions are described as follow:
The following linear equation is obtained:
. Then the classification decision function is described:
Because the selection of different kernel function can construct SVM model with different performance, it is very important to select the kernel function for constructing a good performance of the SVM model. There have several common kernel functions, such as linear kernel function, polynomial kernel function, radial basis kernel function (RBF), Sigmoid kernel function and so on. In this paper, the SVM model is used to classify the complex data. Due to the RBF with good learning ability, simple form, symmetry radial, good smoothness and analyticity, the RBF is widely applied to
Kernel width  and penalty coefficient C is two important parameters in the SVM model. Their selected values directly influences the learning ability and generalization performance.
Improved ACO algorithm

ACO algorithm
Ant colony algorithm (ACO) was introduced by Dorigo. The ACO is a metaheuristic inspired by the behavior of real ants in their search for the shortest path to food. The ACO algorithm consists of a number of cycles (iterations) of solution construction. In each iteration, a number of ants construct complete solutions by using heuristic information and the collected experiences of previous groups of ants. These collected experiences are represented by the pheromone trail which is deposited on the constituent elements of a solution. Small quantities are deposited during the construction phase while larger amounts are deposited at the end of each iteration in proportion to solution quality. Pheromone can be deposited on the components and/or the connections used in a solution depending on the problem.
In the ACO algorithm, the ACO algorithm simulates the optimization of ant foraging behavior. The procedure of the ACO algorithm is illustrated in Fig.1 . (2) The pheromone update rule In order to improve the solution, the pheromone trails must be updated. Trail updating includes local updating and global updating. The local trail updating formula is given by:
In the formula (3),  (0＜  ＜1) is the pheromone trial evaporating rate. 
Improved ACO Algorithm based on Adaptive Control Parameters
Adaptive Controlling Pheromone
In the traditional ACO algorithm, a fixed amount of pheromone is used to update the pheromone on the path. This updating strategy ignores the distribution characteristics of solution and is prone to stagnation and slow convergence speed. So adaptive adjusting pheromone strategy is used to make relatively uniform distribution of pheromone and effectively solve the contradiction between expanding search and finding optimal solution in order to search for the local optimal solution in this paper.
The real variable function ) (t Q is used to replace the constant of pheromone intensity Q in the adjusting pheromone
in order to balance the exploration and exploitation between the random search of ant and the evocation function of information under the pheromone evaporation or increasing in the random search process. The adaptive adjusting pheromone expression is given:
International (15) In the adaptive adjusting pheromone strategy, if the obtained optimal solution does not change in a period of time, it shows that the search falls into an extreme point. Then the enforcement mechanism is adopted to decrease the amount of increasing information in order to escape from local minimal value. The amount of pheromone on the optimal path and worst path are reduced in order to avoid falling into local optimal solution in the initial stage of search process. Then the positive feedback of ACO need be appropriately restrained by adding a small amount of negative feedback pheromone in the search process, the goal is to reduce the difference of pheromone and expand the scope of the search.
Adaptive Controlling Stochastic Selection Threshold
In the traditional ACO algorithm, the value of stochastic selection threshold ) (t q is a random number on [0,1]. Because the diversity of the solution is increasing, it will reduce to fall into the local optimum in a certain extent. But it is difficult to control the stochastic selection threshold ) (t q . So the uniformly distributed random number on [0,1] is used to control the stochastic selection threshold ) (t q . The expression is given:
Dynamic Evaporation Rate
The evaporation factor of pheromone  in the basic ACO algorithm is a constant.
The
 value directly relates to the global search ability and convergence speed. For large-scale problems, because there exists the evaporation factor of pheromone, the pheromone on the unvisited path will be reduced to close to 0. This will reduce the global searching ability of ACO algorithm. If the pheromone is too large, the selection probability of visited path will be large, this also will affect the global search ability of ACO algorithm. Therefore, how to set the value of pheromone has become the key to control the pheromone releasing and evaporating. The concept of dynamic evaporation rate is used in this paper. The idea is to set a larger value for dynamic evaporation rate  at the beginning of ACO algorithm in order to enhance the global search ability. But with the operation of ACO algorithm, the evaporation rate  will continue to decay, so that the ACO algorithm can quickly converge to the optimal solution. The dynamic evaporation factor strategy in ACO algorithm not only increases the global search capability, but also accelerates the convergence in a certain extent.
In order to better explore decay model of evaporation rate, there are three different decay models of curve decay model, line decay model and scale decay model. The curve decay model is selected according to implementing a set of experiments. The expression of curve decay model is described as follow: 
A Fault Diagnosis Method of Rolling Element Bearing
The Idea of the Hybrid Method Based Improved ACO and SVM Model
In the SVM model, the penalty coefficient C is used to adjust the proportion of the confidence range and experience risk in the determined subspace in order to obtain the best learning ability. For the given solving problem, when the penalty coefficient C is smaller, it means that the experience error is smaller. Otherwise, in the SVM model, the complexity is smaller, but the experience risk is larger. The inappropriate value of the penalty coefficient C will cause the poor generalization ability. The kernel parameter is to reflect the distributional complexity of data sample in the high dimensional space , and determine the complexity of linear classification. If the input sample space is larger, the value of kernel parameter is larger. If the value of kernel parameter is smaller, the relationship among support vectors is more relaxed, learning machine is relatively complex, and the generalization ability of SVM cannot be guaranteed. If the value of kernel parameter is larger, the influence among support vectors is too strong, SVM model is difficult to achieve sufficient accuracy. The influence of solving accuracy of kernel parameter is larger than the penalty coefficient 
A Fault Diagnosis Method Based on the Improved ACO and SVM
The fault diagnosis has been receiving more and more attention and various fault diagnosis methods have been proposed in the past two decades. For small-scale system, these fault diagnosis methods takes on stronger diagnosis ability. But for the large-scale system, the existed fault diagnosis methods still cannot effectively achieve fault diagnosis. And the proposed optimal SVM model takes on better generalization ability, it is used to realize the fault diagnosis. So a new fault diagnosis (IMASFD) method based on the improved ACO and SVM is proposed in this paper. The framework of IMASFD method is shown in Figure 3 . 
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Bearing Fault Diagnosis Analysis
In order to verify the validity and practicability of the proposed fault diagnosis (IMASFD) method, several common faults of rolling bearings are analyzed by the experiment. The vibration data came from Bearing Data Center of Case Western Reserve University. The 6205-2RS JEM SKF deep groove ball bearing is employed in the experiment. In this bearing, the internal diameter is 25mm, the external diameter is 52mm and thickness is 15mm. The corresponding three faults(inner-race fault, outerrace fault and rolling element fault) are simulated by grooving on the inner ring and the outer ring and rolling of bearing using electric spark machining mode. As shown in Fig.  3 , the test bed consists of 1.5 kW motor, torque sensor/encoder, dynamometer, and electrical control devices. The motor drives the input shaft and the output shaft drives the load. The vibration data are sampled under different working conditions: for motor loads of 0 to 3 horsepower(HP). In addition, the data of different fault states are acquired with the sampling frequency of 12 kHz. The sampled original vibration signal is divided into a data sample with 4096 data points. The vibration signals on the innerrace and the outer-race and rolling of bearing under three states of faults respectively are 40 samples, and the vibration signals under normal state are 40 samples. Table 2 . As can be seen from Tab.2, for the given testing samples, the fault diagnosis rate of SVMFD method for rolling element fault, inner-race fault, outer-race fault and normal respective are 89.34%, 89.72%, 91.36% and 92.47%. The fault diagnosis rate of ACO-Copyright ⓒ 2016 SERSC SVMFD method for rolling element fault, inner-race fault, outer-race fault and normal respective are 92.46%,93.26%,96.67% and 97.26%. The fault diagnosis rate of proposed IMASFD method for rolling element fault, inner-race fault, outer-race fault and normal respective are 94.93%,96.04%,99.74% and100.00%. The comparison results show that the improved ACO algorithm can better obtain the global optimal parameters of fault diagnosis model than basic ACO algorithm. So the proposed IMASFD method has higher fault pattern recognition accuracy of bearing.
Conclusion
In this paper, an improved ACO algorithm based on adaptive control parameters and SVM model are used to improve fault diagnosis correctness rate and decrease misinformation diagnosis. We proposed a new fault diagnosis(IMASFD) model and method. Firstly, the EMD method is used to decompose fault vibration signal into IMF components, the energy of IMF components is selected to construct the fault feature vectors with reaction fault features. Then the adaptive controlling pheromone, adaptive controlling stochastic selection threshold and dynamic evaporation rate are used to improve ACO algorithm, which is used to optimize the kernel parameter and penalty coefficient C of SVM model, in order to obtain the optimal values of parameter combination. And a high-precision SVM model based on improved ACO algorithm is proposed in order to propose a new fault diagnosis(IMASFD) method. The test data from Bearing Data Center of Case Western Reserve University show that the proposed IMASFD method can accurately and effectively realize high precision fault diagnosis of rolling bearing, and has strong robustness and generalization ability, provides an effective method for realizing fault diagnosis of rolling bearing.
